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ABSTRACT 

Agent based modeling (ABM) is a method of modeling 

complex systems that allows for detailed, endogenous 

actors interacting with one another and with their 

environment based on predefined agent rules and goals. 

ABMs allow modeling at a desired aggregation level 

that is most conducive to producing realistic market 

trends at the aggregation level desired. As ABMs obtain 

market trends based on individualistic goals of agents, 

they are an ideal tool for short term and long term 

market trend analyses. Argonne National Laboratory 

has developed and recently validated the Commercial 

Building Agent Model (CoBAM), an ABM with both a 

commercial and residential building stock. An example 

showing the power of CoBAM in evaluating the energy 

savings due to adoption of energy efficiency measures 

is included. 

INTRODUCTION 

With several federal initiatives pushing energy 

reduction in buildings (EO 13514, EISA 2007, EO 

13423, EPAct 2005), energy efficiency in buildings is 

becoming critical. In 2013, the residential and 

commercial sectors consumed roughly 40% of the total 

U.S. energy consumption, nearly all of which was 

related to buildings (EIA 2014). As the impact of 

greenhouse gas pollutants becomes increasing large and 

the growth in energy demand continues to outpace the 

growth in energy production capacity, the motivation to 

and benefit of reducing energy consumption become 

obvious. Given the numerous energy efficient building 

system technologies and the uncertainty in how 

changing components of one building system may 

affect the performance of other building systems, 

building energy models (BEM) are widely used to 

evaluate the energy savings potential of various energy 

efficient technologies. The typical BEM used for 

evaluating available energy efficiency retrofits is a 

single building energy model, which provides highly 

detailed analysis of various building systems. While 

these typical BEM are appropriate for use in building 

design, the time requied to develop and run them makes 

it difficult to use them to investigate the adoption and 

impacts of various energy efficiency retrofits. In order 

to provide a policy analysis tool, researchers at 

Argonne National Laboratory have developed an agent 

based model that uses a simple BEM that can be used to 

analyze large portfolios of buildings at a city, state, or 

national level including modeling of the entire United 

States commercial and/or residential building stock. 

AGENT BASED MODELING (ABM) 

Overview 

Agent based modeling is a method of modeling 

endogenous agents interacting with one another and 

with their environment. Agents are defined with 

individualistic behaviors and goals, and based on these 

individualistic drivers, agents evolve themselves and 

their environment over time. Agent based models are 

ideal for modeling complex systems in which the exact 

mechanics influencing evolutionary parameters and 

associated dependencies are not fully understood but 

which are caused by multiple interacting entities 

making simple, logical decisions following simple 

behavioral rules. Figure 1 illustrates the general 

concepts of agent based models.  Agent based models 

are frequently used in marketplace exploration by 

manufacturers to evaluate the value of potential future 

products in order to inform future investments, 

research, and development. 
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Figure 1 Illustration of agent based modeling 

Advantages 

ABMs may offer many advantages over other model 

types. Agents in ABMs make their own decisions based 

on individualistic motivations and goals without 

requiring excessive and complex modeling of 

interactions and dependencies. Evolutionary trends 

result from the behaviors of agents and thus are an 

output rather than an explicit input, as in traditional 

models. As ABMs allow for simple autonomous agents 

to drive system evolution, they require fewer 

parameters and assumptions than more exogenous 

models. ABMs also offer the distinct benefit that they 

more precisely model the processes influencing system 

evolution without requiring numerous explanatory 

model parameters for data fitting during calibration and 

validation efforts to improve the predictive power of the 

model. Instead, ABMs use agents with limited, simple 

decision logic and behavior rules to drive system 

evolution. 

Complexities 

Agent based models have some limitations common to 

all models and some specific to ABMs. One obstacle 

specific to ABMs is that the logic and motivations of 

the agents require data to inform logic parameters. This 

can often be a major obstacle, as this generally requires 

expert elicitation of agent archetypes. As with any 

model, the model must undergo verification, validation, 

and calibration in order for a user to have confidence in 

the predictive power of the model, which requires 

historic data for calibration and projections from other 

models for comparison to calibrated model outputs. 

Generally, historic data of high quality may be difficult 

to obtain, but is generally less of an obstacle than the 

expert elicitation required for establishing agent 

behaviors, motivations, and restrictions. An interesting 

complexity of agent based models is trying to identify 

and model entities whom seemingly do not make 

logical decisions or who have hard to identify obstacles 

or biases. Finally, as ABMs may include thousands or 

millions of agents iteratively making decisions at small 

time increments, the computational expense of the 

model can rapidly increase. Including complex inter-

agent dependencies may prohibitively increase the 

computational demand. This limitation generally 

implies a tradeoff between granularity of aggregation, 

size of time step, and number of agents utilized in the 

model for a given computational power, physical 

memory and desired model runtime. 

COMMERCIAL BUILDING AGENT 

MODEL (COBAM) 

Background 

The Commercial Building Agent Model (CoBAM) is 

an ABM developed by researchers at Argonne National 

Laboratory. The model obtains technology adoption 

rates for technologies competing in a virtual 

marketplace using the widely utilized Repast software 

suite. Repast is an open source agent based modeling 

software platform, developed by Argonne National 

Laboratory and University of Chicago, which allows for 

. CoBAM was originally developed for policy analysis 

(specifically assessing the feasibility of future national 

energy reduction goals) of the commercial sector and 

features independent building owners (agents), each 

with an assigned building prototype, evolving their 

building over time based on economic, energy, and 

other factors and individual restrictions, goals, and 

motivations (Martinez-Moyano et al. 2010; Zhao, 

Martinez-Moyano, and Augenbroe 2011; Martinez-

Moyano et al. 2011; Zhao 2012). CoBAM has been 

updated and expanded in successive work, including 

development of a residential building stock, updates of 

ISO 13790 building energy model, expansion of the 

technology descriptors modeled for energy efficient 

measures, expanded owner agent logic, streamlined 

project workflow, and continued verification and 

validation. 

One of the key aspects of CoBAM is that because all 

technology adoptions (and corresponding reductions in 

both energy consumption and green house gas 

production) are driven by endogenous inputs (rather 

than driven or limited by exogenous adoption inputs), 

the model is easily extensible and modifiable to allow 

for quick analysis of widely varying behaviors, policies, 

and technologies with very minor model adjustments. 

Agent 

Internal 

Environment External 
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Often a policy can be analyzed by adding a single 

motivation or behavior rule to agents. 

CoBAM aspects 

CoBAM consists of owner agents with corresponding 

assigned building prototypes. The building prototypes 

are a set of BEM input parameters that define a typical 

commercial building archaetypes.  The collection of all 

modeled building prototypes comprises the U.S. 

commercial and residential sectors. The following 

sections cover the main components of CoBAM in 

greater detail. 

Commercial and residential building agents 

Building stocks in CoBAM are comprised of 

representative building agents that are acted upon by 

owner agents. Building stocks for both the commercial 

sector and residential sector have been developed in 

CoBAM at various aggregation levels. Each 

International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) 

climate zone in each state is modeled in CoBAM to 

account for geospatial variations (110 locations). The 

primary reason for the geospatial aggregation used is 

that the local weather may vary dramatically from 

regional weather trends, and thus this high level of 

geospatial disaggregation captures more of this weather 

variability. 

The commercial building stock modeled in CoBAM is 

defined by 16 building types. These building types are 

the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Commercial 

Reference Building Models, developed in a joint effort 

between DOE, National Renewable Energy Laboratory 

(NREL), Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 

(PNNL), and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 

(LBNL) from analysis of 2003 CBECS data (Deru et al. 

2011). These 16 commercial building types represent 

roughly two thirds of the total U.S. commercial 

building sector. The residential building stock in 

CoBAM consists of 12 building types, disaggregated by 

building size, foundation type, and heating system used. 

In addition to the variation in commercial and 

residential building stock by building type and location, 

CoBAM also models variation in building age by 

utilizing building vintages. As typical construction 

practices evolve over time, and technologies installed 

within these buildings vary by age of the building, 

having an aggregation related to building age is vital for 

detailed analysis (as opposed to using only national 

averages which vary over time). 

Owner agents 

Building owners are the interactive agents modeled in 

CoBAM and are the most important part of the model 

as the choices made by owner agents evolve building 

energy model parameters of assigned building agents. 

Owners in CoBAM are modeled with several 

variations. One such variation is the occupancy type, 

which represent whether a space is occupied by the 

property owner or renter. Occupancy type influences 

when an owner may consider retrofit technologies. 

Often building owners who are renting their building 

may only consider retrofits when a tenant reaches the 

end of a lease. Likewise, the motivations of building 

owners may vary based on whether the building is 

owner or renter occupied. 

Owner type is another aggregation of the owner agents 

in CoBAM.  Four owner types are modeled in CoBAM: 

leader, follower, laggard, and federal government. The 

first three owner types are based off of Rogers (2003) 

adoption categories related to innovativeness. In this 

context, innovativeness refers to both a building 

owner’s knowledge of and willingness to purchase 

emerging, cutting edge technology. Governmental 

owners are also modeled as an owner type in CoBAM, 

as governmental owners are required to improve their 

buildings to meet federal and state standards and thus 

require special consideration in the model. The owner 

type aggregation is the primary determinant for owner 

logic, behavior and rules. 

The final aggregation utilized in CoBAM for owner 

agents is risk preference. Agents are modeled with 

varying internal discount rates and periods of cashflow 

analysis. People with a shorter period of cashflow 

analysis or a higher internal discount rate value current 

money more than future money and thus are more 

likely to choose lower capital, less efficient, mature 

conventional technologies rather than higher capital, 

more efficient, young technologies. Owners with 

different risk preferences are assigned with various 

internal discount rates and cashflow periods, with a 

specific owner randomly sampling a deterministic value 

from the uncertainty distributions at the initialization of 

the simulation. This method of randomly assigning 

internal discount rates and cashflow periods allows for 

more realistic modeling of variations in building 

owner’s priorities, goals, and motivations compared to 

using national average values. However if the modeler 

prefers to consider only deterministic internal discount 

rates and/or cashflow periods, this is easily 

accommodated within CoBAM. 

In addition to owner attributes, owners also have 

several technology filters which help to create diverse 

arenas of competing technologies. CoBAM owners 

utilize behavior restrictions, capital limits, and financial 

and energy performance goals. These technology filters 

not only help to create diverse arenas of competition, 

but equally important they serve to dramatically 

improve the execution time of the model. Within 
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CoBAM, every technology available to an owner is 

individually adopted by the owner (by updating the 

owner’s assigned building agent’s BEM parameters), 

and the BEM rerun to compute the new energy 

consumption of the updated BEM. This process of 

reruning the BEM multiple times for each owner agent 

in each year of the simulation constitutes anywhere 

from 50% (for very limited number of modeled 

technologies) to 95% (for large number of modeled 

technologies) of the total computation time of a 

CoBAM simulation. 

Other 

CoBAM uses the monthly version of the ISO 13790 

building energy model which computes the fuel 

consumption and interaction effects for key services 

provided in the four building system categories of 

envelope, space conditioning (heating, cooling, and 

ventilation), lighting, and plug accessory loads 

(Martinez-Moyano 2011). Exchanging the simplified 

ISO building energy model for a higher resolution 

building energy model is a potential future 

development. However, switching to a more advanced 

building energy model would dramatically increase the 

run time of a single year of the simulation. Most likely 

this increased computational expense would require 

parallelism of the main CoBAM code in order to take 

advantage of supercomputing systems, computer 

clusters, or cloud computing. 

In addition to the direct energy and financial technology 

parameters, CoBAM also utilizes several indirect 

technology parameters, including design/install skill, 

installation downtime, procurement time, durability, 

serviceability, non-energy performance, visibility of 

benefits and embedded energy. While other models 

may include some of these non-performance or non-

economic parameters, these parameters are often 

accounted for by adjusting the economic parameters 

which obscures the true impact of these parameters. 

CoBAM utilizes these indirect technology parameters 

by computing characteristic values for each parameter 

and then computing a weighted sum for each 

technology. 

Policy analysis 

As previously mentioned, CoBAM was originally 

developed to facilitate policy analysis to assess the 

feasibility of national energy reduction goals. 

Specifically, CoBAM was developed to obtain 

marketplace adoption rates of building energy 

efficiency technologies competing in a virtual 

marketplace in order to compute the total energy 

savings potential of these technologies. As this was the 

primary motivation during the development of 

CoBAM, flexibility and extensibility in the model were 

essential from the conception of CoBAM. The result of 

this is that CoBAM is capable of analyzing future 

policies with minor (one variable) or no changes to the 

model, rather than requiring an entire additional model 

(and corresponding verification and validation) as 

traditional models may require. 

Future work 

Work on CoBAM is ongoing to date. Recent work has 

included updates to the BEM, revision and expansion of 

the agent decision logic, adding a more diverse building 

stock, and addition of python scripts for generating 

input files and post-processing of model outputs. In the 

future, the authors hope to add to the owner logic and 

add intermediate agents to model decisions by finance 

providers and service providers such as energy service 

companies. The authors would also like to port the 

model to Repast HPC which would allow CoBAM to 

run on supercomputers or clusters to allow for even 

larger and more detailed simulations. 

CASE STUDY: COBAM LED LIGHTING 

VALIDATION STUDY 

CoBAM recently went through a validation study to 

assess the predictive power of the model. The following 

sections highlight the main considerations from the start 

of through the completion of the validation study. 

Literature review 

Prior to beginning this validation study, it was critical 

to identify a suitably large data source with sufficient 

technology characteristics, minimal simplifying model 

assumptions, a large geographical coverage (national 

model and data rather than local), and with a decade or 

more of historical data for calibration. It would also be 

beneficial if the identified model and data source 

considered multiple services provided (and any 

interactive effects between these services) such that the 

interactive effects inherent to CoBAM could also be 

validated. 

After extensive literature review, no single data source 

was identified which met all of the desired attributes of 

the ideal data source. One of the largest data sources 

was the collection of DOE studies on solid state 

lighting (SSL). Numerous SSL adoption models have 

been developed, calibrated, validated, and widely 

published (Navigant 2012, Navigant 2013, PNNL 2013, 

Navigant 2014). Over the past decade, sales of LED 

lamps and luminaires have quickly risen, and these 

adoptions have been widely tracked. Due to the large 

quantity of detailed SSL models and historical adoption 

data, solid state lighting was selected as the technology 

to model and validate energy savings arising from 
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adoptions obtained in CoBAM. Specifically, the 

cumulative energy savings projected in CoBAM due to 

the market penetration of LED lamps and luminaire in 

the small directional (MR16) lighting category is 

compared with energy savings projections from the 

DOE Lighting Market Model Tool (LMMT), developed 

by Navigant (Navigant 2014). 

Verification, calibration, and validation 

The process of validating a model is a long, involved 

procedure with several steps. Face validity, the first step 

of model validation, is a method of confirming that the 

scientific and theoretical model framework is 

scientifically sound and that the model is being used 

over the appropriate domain. The second step of model 

validation is computerized model verification. This step 

involves careful code review and unit testing. This step 

is ongoing throughout development of the computer 

model and is important for ensuring that the scientific 

and theoretical model framework is correctly 

implemented in the computer code. The final step in 

model validation is operational validation. This step is 

the process of checking the predictive power of the 

model by comparing model outputs to model outputs 

from other validated models. Identification of an 

appropriate model for comparison can be very 

challenging and time consuming. Once an appropriate 

reference model is selected, the model being validated 

needs to undergo model calibration, which requires 

selection of calibration parameters. Comparison of the 

calibrated model to the reference model may be either 

quantitative or qualitative in nature. In agent based 

models, it is critical to validate the sociological model 

aspects, such as agent behavior rules, priorities and 

goals. 

Face validation and model verification has been 

ongoing throughout the development of CoBAM. 

Future model expansions and code changes will require 

continued face validation and model verification. Due 

to the highly compartmentalized nature of CoBAM, 

face validation and model verification can often be 

performed on small portions of CoBAM rather than 

requiring full simulation execution. This means that 

small code changes can be verified with minutes even if 

a full model simulation would take hours. 

As previously mentioned, the energy savings of SSL 

technologies in the small directional (MR16) lighting 

submarket from the DOE LMMT is selected as the 

validation metric used for the CoBAM validation study. 

LMMT small directional energy savings from 2013-

2015 are used for CoBAM calibration. Based on 

previous CoBAM work the agent defined payback 

threshold (randomly sampled from a triangular 

distribution defined by minimum, maximum, and 

mode), a “no retrofit” parameter, and the retrofit total 

electric energy use intensity (EUI) uncertainty 

parameter were selected as the calibration parameters 

for the validation study.  These three agent behavior 

parameters were selected as they had the greatest 

significance (qualitatively determined throug dozens of 

model runs) on the model outputs, had a high level of 

uncertainty, and no data sources were identified for 

informing these parameters. 

Finally, the energy savings due to adoption of small 

directional (MR16) LED lamps and luminaires in 

CoBAM are quantitatively validated against energy 

saving projections from the DOE LMMT in the small 

directional category for years 2016-2030. As the 

calibration occurs over such a short period, successful 

validation suggests that the predictive power of the 

model is due to underlying model mechanics rather than 

due to over fitting of the model to the reference model. 

Expanded Lighting Model 

In order to facilitate validation of energy savings 

projections due to SSL adoptions within CoBAM, the 

lighting component of the CoBAM BEM needed to be 

expanded. The CoBAM BEM originally considered 

only four lighting parameters: installed lighting power 

intensity (LPI), annual parasitic lighting EUI 

(continuous lighting used in safety and exit lighting), 

occupancy schedules, and hours of daylight.  These 

lighting parameters were used to compute both the 

electricity demand required for operating the building’s 

lighting systems and the thermal demand (heat) 

generated by operation of the lighting systems. As 

nearly all lighting market models are far more detailed 

than the original CoBAM lighting model, an auxiliary 

lighting model was developed during the validation 

study which closely corresponds to lighting 

aggregations commonly used by design engineers. The 

auxiliary lighting model considers six lighting service 

submarkets (general service, directional downlights, 

directional track lighting, small directional, general 

service linear fixtures, and low/high bay). The reason 

for this lighting service submarket aggregation is that 

generally the technologies and efficacies of lamps and 

luminaires varies by submarket, and generally a lighting 

technology does not compete in all lighting submarkets. 

As previously mentioned, the CoBAM validation study 

focused on the small directional submarket, in part 

because SSL technologies in this submarket had the 

greatest market penetration and in part because SSL 

technologies in this submarket had far less uncertainty 

(in technology availability, future prices, and efficacy 

projections) than SSL technologies in other submarkets. 
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Results 

As the reference Lighting Market Model Tool considers 

only the primary energy savings associated with 

operating lighting technologies and does not consider 

the secondary energy savings associated with reduction 

in thermal (cooling) demands generated during 

operation of lighting technologies, two analysis cases 

were run during the CoBAM validation study. The first 

case, which was used for model calibration using 2013-

2015 data from the LMMT, considered only the 

electricity energy associated with operating the lighting 

technologies. As CoBAM uses the ISO building energy 

model, this scenario required a method of negating the 

variations in cooling demand due to changes in lighting 

efficacy. For the validation study, this was 

accomplished by setting artificially high heating and 

cooling efficiencies so that the magnitude of variations 

in heating and cooling demand due to variation in heat 

generated by lighting technologies was negligible. This 

method was acceptable for the validation study as the 

total building energy consumption was not required, but 

rather only the change in total building energy 

consumption due to adoptions of small directional SSL 

technologies. The second analysis case considered the 

total energy savings due to small directional SSL 

technology adoptions (both changes in electric demand 

to operate lighting and in heating and cooling demand). 

This second analysis case only required that the heating 

and cooling efficiencies were readjusted back to 

original values.  The initial and calibrated values for a 

subset of the calibration parameters are shown in Table 

1. 

Table 1 Initial and calibrated values for a subset of 

calibration parameters 

PARAMETER INITIAL CALIBRATED 

Total Electric EUI 

Uncertainty 

±2% ±5% 

Payback Threshold 

Minimum 

0 years 3 years 

Payback Threshold Mode 8 years 7 years 

Payback Threshold 

Maximum 

15 years 15 years 

As shown in Figure 2, the projected energy savings due 

to SSL technologies in the small directional lighting 

submarket are well aligned with the reference LMMT 

projections, especially over the period of 2016-2020. 

The projected annual energy savings from CoBAM are 

roughly 15% greater than those projected in the LMMT 

over the projection years of 2021-2030. In addition to 

the fundamental differences between the reference 

LMMT model and CoBAM, there are a few possible 

explanations for the divergent energy savings predicted 

by the models after 2020. 

Figure 2 Comparison of SSL energy savings in small 

directional (MR16) lighting submarket in CoBAM with 

both HVAC interactions enabled (blue) and disabled 

(red) against DOE LMMT (green) 

The most probable reason for the variation in projected 

energy savings is that there is a difference in how the 

two models consider the annual variations in lighting 

service demand due to evolution of the commercial 

building sector. In the LMMT, changes in building 

stock are only accounted for as a total change in 

building stock area. However, in CoBAM historical 

trends are used to project future demolition rates of 

existing buildings, and Annual Energy Outlook (AEO) 

commercial floorspace projections are used along with 

projected demolition floorspace to compute the annual 

new construction floorspace. While the total 

commercial sector floorspace in every year of the 

validation period match between the two models, the 

new floorspace added each year of the simulation in 

CoBAM is nearly double the floorspace added each 

year in the LMMT (as the LMMT does not model 

floorspace demolition). This means that in CoBAM 

there are far greater number of potential technology 

adoptions that can occur in a given year. As seen in 

Figure 2, the characteristic S curve between 2010-2030 

shows that the majority of adoptions happen over 2013-

2018, and curtails after this period. Physically this 

represents SSL technologies reaching nearly complete 

market saturation in existing buildings. After this 

period, the energy savings is primarily due to increases 

in the total commercial sector floorspace, and as the 

amount of new construction considered in CoBAM is 

significantly greater than the amount consider in the 

LMMT, the energy saving projections in CoBAM are 

expected to exceed those from the LMMT after 2020. 
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Besides the large variation in how the two models 

considers evolution of the commercial sector building 

stock, there are other minor variations between the two 

models that may explain some of the observed 

variations in projected energy savings between the two 

models. One possible explanation is that the authors of 

the LMMT model have stated that their model may 

underestimate the true energy savings potential of SSL 

technologies due to various assumptions and model 

constraints. Additionally, CoBAM does not consider 

any improvements in the efficacy of conventional 

lighting technologies over the simulation period, and 

thus CoBAM may overestimate the total energy savings 

of SSL technologies. 

As previously mentioned, the use of a full BEM in 

CoBAM allows one to study the interaction effects of 

lighting and other building systems such as heating and 

cooling. The second analysis case in the CoBAM 

validation study considered both the primary (reduced 

electric lighting demand) and secondary (reduced 

cooling and increased heating demand) energy savings 

due to adoption of SSL technologies. Observing the 

energy savings projections in Figure 2, it is clear that 

there is an addition 10-15% energy savings predicted 

when secondary energy effects are considered. Indeed, 

the secondary energy savings potential of SSL 

technologies is significant and should be considered by 

policy makers for a more accurate prediction of the 

energy savings potential of SSL technologies. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Agent based modeling is a useful method of modeling 

which generates complex system evolution emanating 

from the culmination of decisions made by agents 

following simple rules and logic, with individualistic 

goals and motivations that drive these decisions. 

Researchers at Argonne National Laboratory have 

developed the Commercial Building Agent Model, an 

agent based model which simulates how building owner 

agents make decisions about how and when to improve 

the building systems within the agent’s building. 

Flexibility and extensibility are at the heart of 

CoBAM’s development, and the highly 

compartmentalized nature of CoBAM’s components 

allows for future expansion and refinement in a 

piecewise fashion. A recent validation study was 

undertaken to validate the owner agent decision logic 

within CoBAM. 

The validation study compared the energy savings 

projections from the DOE Lighting Market Model Tool 

in the small directional lighting subcategory over the 

forecast period of 2016-2030 to those obtain in CoBAM 

over the same projection period.  Data from the LMMT 

for 2013-2015 was used for calibrating CoBAM, and 

this short window of calibration suggests that the results 

obtained in CoBAM are due to the underlying model 

behaviors rather than from over fitting the model.  The 

projected energy savings between the two models are 

well aligned, suggesting a successful validation of the 

CoBAM agent decision logic. 

There are several areas for continued expansion of 

CoBAM, and work is ongoing.  Overall, CoBAM is a 

useful policy analysis tool and will continue to improve 

in applicability with model evolution. 
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